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Abstract
Aspectual meaning refers to how the internal
temporal structure of situations is presented.
This includes whether a situation is described
as a state or as an event, whether the situation
is finished or ongoing, and whether it is viewed
as a whole or with a focus on a particular phase.
This survey gives an overview of computational
approaches to modeling lexical and grammati-
cal aspect along with intuitive explanations of
the necessary linguistic concepts and terminol-
ogy. In particular, we describe the concepts
of stativity, telicity, habituality, perfective and
imperfective, as well as influential inventories
of eventuality and situation types. Aspect is a
crucial component of semantics, especially for
precise reporting of the temporal structure of
situations, and future NLP approaches need to
be able to handle and evaluate it systematically.

1 Introduction

Lexical and grammatical aspect play essential roles
in semantic interpretation (Smith, 2003), and yet
even state-of-the-art natural language understand-
ing (NLU) systems do not address these linguistic
phenomena systematically (Metheniti, 2022). Con-
sider this example: an NLU-based personal assis-
tant, noticing the boarding time of a flight, tells
a passenger (who is still shopping at the airport)
“You miss flights” (i.e. on a regular basis) instead
of “You are missing the flight” (now!). The traveler
might misinterpret this utterance as chit-chat and
indeed miss the flight. Aspectual encoding errors
impair fluid and correct communication.

While there has been a notable amount of work
on modeling lexical and grammatical aspect in
the computational linguistics community (Moens
and Steedman, 1988; Siegel and McKeown, 2000b;
Friedrich et al., 2016; Kober et al., 2020), this area
is still a niche in natural language processing (NLP).
In this paper, we survey the state of research in
this area and argue that a good computational un-
derstanding of lexical and grammatical aspect is

Tom is climbing.
ongoing event, progressive, activity

Tom climbed the mountain (yesterday).
dynamic, completed event, perfective

telic = has endpoints, accomplishment

John is standing/stood on the cliff.
no change, state

At 4:07pm, Tom reached the top.
punctual, change of state, achievement

Tom climbs
mountains.
habitual

Figure 1: Aspect is like the camera lens of language,
the device by which we focus on particular phases of a
situation (Vendler, 1957; Smith, 1997).

paramount for capturing temporal information sig-
naled by linguistic encoding. We thereby add to the
on-going discussion in the NLP community about
what is required to achieve true natural language
understanding (Bender and Koller, 2020; Dunietz
et al., 2020; Trott et al., 2020).

When describing a situation, as exemplified in
Figure 1, producers of language have options for
how to depict the situation and which subparts of it
to highlight. Just as a cinematographer uses focus
to highlight certain elements of a scene and thus
bring them to the attention of the viewer, different
aspectual choices focus on different subparts of the
situation at hand, leaving the rest as background
(analogy due to Smith, 2003). For example, many
situations can be construed as either foregrounded
events (“Tom climbed the mountain”), moving nar-
rative time forward, or as states (“John stood on the
cliff”), which often function as the background in
a narrative or explanation. Aspectual choices may
trigger hard inferences, softer implicatures, or sim-
ply expectations, having a non-negligible impact on
the reader or listener. One aim of this survey is to
clarify the sometimes complex linguistic work on
aspect, giving NLP researchers and practitioners a
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Dataset Reference Language Size Annotated Categories

Asp-Ambig Friedrich and Palmer (2014a) EN 7875 clauses stativity
SitEnt Friedrich et al. (2016) EN 40,000 clauses situation entities, stativity, habituality
Tense-Europarl Loáiciga and Grisot (2016) EN/FR 435 verb phrases boundedness (in sentence context)
MASC-telicity Friedrich and Gateva (2017) EN 1863 clauses telicity
Captions Alikhani and Stone (2019) EN 2600 captions stative, durative, telic/atelic, punctual
SdeWac-Aspect Egg et al. (2019) DE 4200 clauses stativity, durative vs. punctual, boundedness
DIASPORA Kober et al. (2020) EN 927 utterances stative, telic, atelic
UDS Gantt et al. (2022) EN 16,624 sentences; stativity, some telicity, durativity,

granularity varies other event properties

Table 1: Available Datasets labeled with aspectual information.

conceptual toolkit, plus a glossary of aspect-related
terminology (Appendix A). The second aim is to
survey computational work on modeling aspect.

Aspectual categories are semantic notions that
are conveyed through a variety of mechanisms (Sec-
tion 2). Fundamental aspectual distinctions (Sec-
tion 3) may be part of the lexical meaning of a
verb and are also influenced by context. These
distinctions drive some influential inventories of
eventuality types (Section 3.3). Grammatical as-
pect (Section 4) is marked morphologically in some
(e.g., Slavic) languages, or via the choice or ab-
sence of tense-aspect features in languages such as
English. Section 5 explains the idea of situation
types, aspectual distinctions at the clause level.

As a consequence of the often distributed or even
implicit encoding of aspect, computational models
need to consider a variety of lexical and grammat-
ical features as well as discourse and pragmatic
information. While some NLP systems trained on
end-to-end datasets may get some of these cases
right, we are not aware of a system treating such
problems in a principled manner. A recent study
finds that transformer-based embeddings are use-
ful for classifying clausal aspect (Metheniti, 2022),
but it remains unclear just how these models learn
or incorporate aspectual information. This survey
focuses on modeling aspectual information as it is
annotated in the datasets listed in Table 1.

In Section 6, we discuss potential ways of mov-
ing the field forward. We argue that explicit mod-
eling or evaluation of aspectual categories should
become a routine perspective in future NLP: getting
aspect right has high stakes for applications such as
temporal question answering, machine translation,
or computer-aided language learning.

2 Where Does Aspect Live?

Comrie (1976) notes that there is a terminological
and conceptual confusion around tense and aspect.

This is at least partially because the expression
of temporal location is intertwined morphologi-
cally with aspect in many languages of the world
(Smith, 1997), so the traditional grammatical ter-
minologies of individual languages often introduce
tense/aspect combinations simply as tenses. Tense
is deictic and locates the time of a situation rela-
tive to the utterance or relative to another situation.
Aspect, in contrast, refers to situation-internal time.

Aspectual distinctions are covert categories
(Whorf, 1945; Smith, 1997), expressing particu-
lar temporal semantic concepts in a way that does
not have a one-to-one mapping to lexical, grammat-
ical or syntactic categories (Fillmore, 1969). For
example, the English Progressive1 often indicates
an ongoing situation without focusing on its end-
points (“I am eating an apple”), but it also signals
future events (“I am going to Paris”). The grammat-
ical form of such tense-aspect combinations can
often be automatically detected with high accuracy
(Ramm et al., 2017; Myers and Palmer, 2019). This
type of aspect, encoded in the tense system of a lan-
guage, is different from semantic concepts which
refer to how the internal structure of a situation is
presented; this survey focuses on the latter.

So where does covert, semantic aspect live? As-
pectual meaning is compositional, composed by the
verb’s inherent meaning, its arguments, its tense,
any morphological aspect markers, some prepo-
sitional phrases, and the adverbs of the sentence
(Verkuyl, 1972; Mourelatos, 1978; Smith, 1997).
Eventuality and situation type inventories make
use of several dimensions of aspect to distinguish
between different types of temporal structures. Lex-
ical aspect refers to information contained in the
meaning of verbs (or verb senses), with the conse-
quence that their values often can be determined

1Following Comrie (1976), we use initial capitals for the
names of language-particular categories and lower case for
language-independent semantic distinctions.
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only when observing how the verb interacts with
its clausal context. A second dimension, grammat-
ical or viewpoint aspect, refers to whether there
is a focus on part of the situation or whether the
situation is viewed as a whole or even as repeating.
Grammatical aspect and situation types are both se-
mantic categorizations at the sentence/clause level
(e.g., Vendler, 1957; Verkuyl, 2005; Smith, 2003).

3 Inherent Lexical Aspect

Here we explain two fundamental notions related to
inherent lexical aspect: stativity refers to whether a
situation is viewed as an event or state, and telicity
refers to whether an endpoint is visible in a clause.

3.1 Stativity

The most fundamental distinction made in the hier-
archies of eventuality types is that between states
(“love,” “own”) and events (“run,” “buy”). In con-
trast to dynamic predicates, stative verbs entail no
change (Filip, 2012). States obtain in time but they
do not take time; events occur, happen, or take
place (Smith, 1997). Events may have a beginning
and/or an end (Comrie, 1976), and they are often
durative, i.e., conceived as lasting for a certain
period of time. Some events are dynamic situa-
tions describing a change of state such as “John
reached the goal”; these are perceived as punctual.
For punctual, single-stage events which cause no
change of state, Smith (1997) adds the situation
type semelfactives, for verbs like “knock,” “flash,”
or “blink.” While dynamic in nature, semelfactives
return to their initial state at their end and often
occur as iteratives (Filip, 2012). The stativity dis-
tinction pertains to verb senses, not verb types. For
example, the verb type “make” has both a dynamic
(1a) and a stative (1b) sense.

(1) (a) She is making a cake. (dynamic)
(b) She makes a great host. (stative)

In theory, the analysis of stativity could be ap-
plied to inventories of verb senses such as WordNet
(Fellbaum, 2010). In practice, most computational
works focus on classifying verbs in context.

Early computational approaches. The
dynamic-stative distinction is at the heart of early
approaches to computational modeling of tense
and aspect. In the PUNDIT system for temporal
information processing (Passonneau, 1988a), the
lexical aspect of verbs in tensed clauses can be
read from the system’s output: transition events
use become, processes use do; other cases signal

states. In the context of lexicon induction, Klavans
and Chodorow (1992a) suggest representing event
structure of a verb as its degree of stativity, which
is estimated by the proportion of occurrences in a
corpus that are in the Progressive. Brent (1991a)
also presents a program for identifying stativity
using syntactic indicators: verbs that occur fre-
quently with the Progressive or that combine with
rate adverbs (e.g. “quickly”, “slowly”) are usu-
ally dynamic. Both works evaluate by manually
inspecting system output.

Datasets. Siegel (1999) presents a manually an-
notated dataset of 739 training and 739 test clauses
taken from medical discharge summaries, covering
222 different verb types. With the aim of reproduc-
ing and extending their work, Friedrich and Palmer
(2014a) have three annotators label 7,875 clauses
from MASC (Ide et al., 2008), marking the clause’s
main verb as stative or dynamic.If annotators see
both readings, they may select both. The dataset
has later been extended to cover 30,333 clauses
from MASC and 10,607 clauses from Wikipedia
(Friedrich et al., 2016). Kober et al. (2020) intro-
duce the DIASPORA dataset, in which 927 utter-
ances from a corpus of human-human phone con-
versations (Brennan et al., 2013) are labeled with
whether the first verb phrase of each utterance is
stative or dynamic. The dataset spans 69 differ-
ent verb types. Chen and Palmer (2022) produce
292 contrast sets for stativity in English and out-
line strategies for converting between stative and
dynamic expressions of the same situation. For
more datasets that annotate stativity as one feature
among others, see Section 3.3.

Modeling.2 Siegel (1999, 1997) and Siegel and
McKeown (2000b) propose a machine-learning ap-
proach to classifying stativity that describes each
verb occurrence exclusively using corpus-based
statistics of the corresponding verb type. The verb-
type based indicators are normalized counts that
reflect, for instance, how often the verb co-occurs
with the past tense, in the perfect, or in negated
form (for a full list, see Appendix D.1). Using these
features, they train logistic regression models, de-
cision trees, and genetic programming algorithms.

Friedrich and Palmer (2014a) compare these
corpus-based linguistic indicators to instance-
based syntactic-semantic features representing the
clausal context, e.g., the part-of-speech tag of the

2Appendix B summarizes computational systems and ap-
proaches to modeling aspect.
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verb, tense, voice, and WordNet information (Fell-
baum, 2010) for the verb’s arguments. Using the
LCS database (Dorr, 2001) and a procedure de-
scribed by Dorr and Olsen (1997), they also con-
struct three seed sets with verb types that either
occur exclusively as dynamic, only as stative, or
can take both aspects. Based on these seed sets and
a pre-trained syntactic distributional model (Thater
et al., 2010), similarity values are computed and
used as additional features. Kober et al. (2020) in-
put sums of non-contextualized word embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2013) for the clause’s main verb
as well as selected context words to a logistic re-
gression classifier. Overall, they find that using the
local context in the form of a word window outper-
forms the verb-type only classifier, but that feed-
ing in the entire sentence hurts. Metheniti (2022)
also classify stativity (called “duration” in their
work) by fine-tuning various transformer models
and classification layers. They find BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) models work better than RoBERTA
(Liu et al., 2019), AlBERT (Lan et al., 2019) and
XLNet (Yang et al., 2019).

3.2 Telicity

The second important distinction related to inherent
lexical aspect is that of telicity. The term telic,
derived from Greek télos (goal) was introduced by
Garey (1957). In his definition, telic verb senses
have a built-in goal: when that goal is reached, a
change of state occurs and the event is complete
(Smith, 1997). Telicity is also sometimes referred
to as boundedness (e.g., by Loáiciga and Grisot,
2016). As illustrated by (2), telicity is a feature of
the entire clause (Verkuyl, 2005).
(2) (a) He was swimming in the lake. (atelic)

(b) He was swimming across the lake. (telic)
When a telic verb is used in the imperfective as in

(3a), the arrival or nonarrival at the goal is hidden
(Garey, 1957). If the same verb is applied in the
perfective as in (3b), it means that the goal has been
reached at the time of reference. Hence, if (3a) is
true at some particular point in time, it cannot be
the case that (3b) is true at the same point in time.
(3) (a) John was recovering. (telic, imperfective)

(b) John has recovered. (telic, perfective)
In contrast, atelic verbs do not have to wait for

a goal for their realization; they are realized as
soon as they begin. If an atelic verb is used in
imperfective form as in (4a), we can infer that the
sentence in perfective form (4b) is also true.

(4) (a) Sue was singing. (atelic, imperfective)
(b) Sue has sung. (atelic, perfective)

Datasets. Siegel and McKeown (2000b) de-
scribe a small dataset annotated for completedness,
i.e, telicity. Their training and test sets each con-
sist of approximately 300 clauses taken from 10
novels and covering 204 different dynamic verbs.
Friedrich and Gateva (2017) manually annotate
1863 clauses taken from MASC (Ide et al., 2008)
for telicity. The Captions dataset (Alikhani and
Stone, 2019) marks telicity in several image cap-
tion corpora. They find that the proportion of telic
verbs ranges from 6% to 59% across corpora, with
atelic descriptions prevailing in almost all corpora.
In the DIASPORA dataset (Kober et al., 2020), in
each utterance, the first VP is annotated with its
predicational aspect (stative, telic, or atelic).

Modeling. Siegel and McKeown (1996, 2000b)
propose a machine-learning approach to classify-
ing telicity of verb occurrences using their above-
described corpus-based linguistic indicators. For
example, verbs frequently occurring in the Pro-
gressive are likely atelic. Leveraging these corpus-
based linguistic indicators, Friedrich and Gateva
(2017) integrate syntactic-semantic contextual fea-
tures into their logistic regression model. They
also leverage additional silver standard training
data in the form of projected annotations from
the English-Czech InterCorp (Čermák and Rosen,
2012; Rosen and Vavřín, 2012). Their approach, us-
ing the machine-readable Czech dictionary Vallex
(Žabokrtskỳ and Lopatková, 2007), is based on the
assumption that most perfective Czech verbs are
translated using telic verb constructions, and that
most imperfective verbs correspond to atelic con-
structions. Loáiciga and Grisot (2016) create an
automatic classifier similar to that of Friedrich and
Gateva (2017) to classify boundedness of French
verbs, i.e., whether the endpoint of an event has
occurred or not. They show that this is useful for
picking the correct tense in French translations of
the English Simple Past. Several more recent stud-
ies have shown that distributional and neural mod-
els can be trained to predict telicity as annotated
in available datasets (Kober et al., 2020; Metheniti
et al., 2021; Metheniti, 2022). BERT-style mod-
els perform well on existing telicity datasets (with
larger models outperforming smaller models), yet
it is still unclear how or whether they actually cap-
ture aspect. Metheniti (2022) observe that models
are always highly confident in their predictions, re-
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Examples

state - + - know the answer, love Mary
activity + + - laugh, stroll in the park, swim
accomplishment + + + build a house, walk to school
achievement + - + win a race, recognize
semelfactive + - - tap, knock, hiccup, tap, wink

Table 2: Eventuality types (Vendler, 1957; Smith, 1997).

gardless of their accuracy (a common phenomenon
for neural models). We are not aware of any prob-
ing or explainability studies in this area yet, and
how to obtain better calibrated models is an open
research question.

3.3 Eventuality Types
We now explain some influential inventories of
eventuality types, which are ontologies of the tem-
poral structures of events and/or states. Table 2
shows the set of situation types introduced by
Vendler (1957): state, activity, accomplishment,
and achievement. There are other similar schemata
(Kenny, 1963; Mourelatos, 1978, more details in
Appendix C.1); we use Vendler’s terminology here.

States are inherently stative and atelic. They are
durative as they usually extend in time, though this
time period may be very short as in (5).
(5) He was very quiet for two seconds.

The other three Vendler classes are all dynamic.
They differ in whether they have a built-in endpoint,
and in whether a clearly defined process leads up
to this endpoint. Activities as in (6), consisting
entirely of a process, use atelic verbs. Accomplish-
ments as in (7) consist of a process that leads up to
a built-in terminal point. Similarly, achievements
as in (8) have an endpoint including a change of
state, but the verb meaning does not include a pro-
cess leading up to this point. Smith (1997) adds the
semelfactive type (see Section 3.1).
(6) Mary was laughing. (activity)
(7) Mary wrote a letter. (accomplishment)
(8) He arrived at the station. (achievement)

Moens and Steedman (1988) work with as-
pectual profiles of sentences (for details see Ap-
pendix C.1) that are classified by making reference
to a so-called nucleus. For example, “John built a
house” consists of the preparatory phase (the house
is being built), a culmination point (the moment
at which it is completed), and a consequent state
(the house is complete). The process of aspectual
coercion shifts aspectual verb types based on their

arguments or other aspectual operators such as ad-
verbials. When used with a predicate whose lexical
entry corresponds to a culminated process, the En-
glish Progressive strips off the culmination point
and makes visible only the preparatory process as
in “John was running a mile.”3

Datasets. Zarcone and Lenci (2008) create a
dataset of 3129 occurrences of 28 Italian verbs
manually annotated for Vendler-style event types.
Keelan (2012) works on an eight-way classification
task for categories based on Leech’s (1971) classes
(see Appendix C.2). More recently, in the context
of the Richer Event Description (RED) annotation
scheme (Ikuta et al., 2014; O’Gorman et al., 2016;
O’Gorman et al., 2021), the annotation of events
with finer-grained Vendler-style situation types has
been proposed (Croft et al., 2016). Falk and Martin
(2016) select 167 frequent French verbs from a lex-
ical resource (François et al., 2007), and label the
corresponding 1199 entries (“readings”) with eight
aspectual classes similar to those of Mourelatos
(1978) as listed in Appendix C.1. Their classifica-
tion task is finer-grained than labeling verb types,
but coarser-grained than clause-level labeling. Egg
et al. (2019) annotate 4200 clauses from the Ger-
man SdeWac (Faaß and Eckart, 2013) with the
features stative, durative vs. punctual, and bound-
edness. With the aim of improving zero-shot image
to verb recognition, Zellers and Choi (2017) crowd-
source a dataset of 1710 verb templates (such as
“put up”) for 1203 different verbs annotated with
the four Vendler categories. The Caption dataset
(Alikhani and Stone, 2019) annotates image cap-
tions with the features stative, durative, punctual,
telic, and atelic.

Modeling. Zarcone and Lenci (2008) train a
maximum entropy classifier that uses adverbial,
morphological, and syntactic features, as well as
features capturing argument structure. Keelan
(2012) uses an SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995)
with features similar to the linguistic indicators of
Siegel and McKeown (2000b). Zellers and Choi
(2017) use GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014) to represent the input verb. They concatenate
this embedding with a phrase embedding of the
verb’s dictionary definition computed using a recur-
rent neural network, and add a linear layer on top.
Hermes et al. (2015) induce Vendler classes for Ger-
man verb types, using Siegel-style distributional

3Thus offering an elegant solution to the imperfective para-
dox (Dowty, 1979; Lascarides, 1991).
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features extracted from dependency-parsed corpus
data (3000 sentences per verb type) and SVMs for
type-level classification. Hermes et al. (2018) com-
pare the above framework to shallow distributional
vectors considering only co-occurring word types
for each verb. Finally, Gantt et al. (2022) propose
a generative model for event types (and other infor-
mation) fitted from English data annotated with a
range of aspectual and other properties. The result-
ing 4-class event type inventory closely resembles
Vendler classes in the distinctions it draws.

The main obstacle to systematically comparing
the works mentioned in this section is that their au-
thors make differing choices for the granularity of
both the annotation scheme and the computational
modeling, and conclusions drawn from the studies
depend on these choices. For better comparability,
we need better benchmarking.

4 Grammatical Aspect / Viewpoint

Phenomena treated as grammatical aspect or view-
point (Smith, 1997) take different views (the entire
situation vs. a part of it), or signal recurrence.

4.1 Perfective vs. Imperfective

The perfective viewpoint presents situations as
complete with both an initial and a final endpoint,
while the imperfective viewpoint makes only cer-
tain parts of the situation visible to the receiver
(Smith, 1997). The situation in (9a) is presented
imperfectively, focusing on the middle phase of
John’s eating. In contrast, (9b) is viewed in the per-
fective. Here, the interpretation is that (b) happens
during the interval at which (a) is true.
(9) (a) John was eating a sandwich (imperfective)

(b) when Susan entered. (perfective)
The perfective/imperfective distinction is ob-

served cross-linguistically, although some lan-
guages make even finer distinctions. For example,
Chinese has two perfective aspect markers and two
imperfective aspect markers. The two perfective
markers le (10a) and guo (10b) differ in the present
relevance, with the former indicating completion
of a situation while the latter emphasizes the ex-
perience of having been through a situation. The
two imperfective aspect markers zhèngzài and zhe
both indicate a situation is on-going at the refer-
ence time, but the latter emphasizes the resulting
state of a situation (Chao, 1968; Li and Thompson,
1989; Ljungqvist, 2007).

(10) (a) tā jìn le fángjiān “He has entered the room

(and is still in the room)”
(b) tā jìn guò fángjiān “He entered the room

(at some point but is no longer in the room)”
(c) tā zhèngzài jìn fángjiān “He is entering the

room”
(d) fángjiān de mén kái zhe “The door of the

room is open.”
While also referring to endpoints, the concept of

viewpoint differs from telicity: telicity describes
types of situations independent of which phase is
focused (e.g., “eating a sandwich” in (9a) is an
(inherently-telic) accomplishment); viewpoint adds
the focus (in this case on the phase during which
the eating happens and the endpoint has not yet
been reached; more details in Appendix C.3). It
is the perfective-imperfective distinction that has
traditionally been referred to as aspect in Slavic
linguistics (Filip 1999). Computational work lever-
ages parallel corpora to map the distinction, which
is partially overt (i.e., explicit in the morphosyntax)
in Slavic languages, to English text (Stambolieva,
2011; Friedrich and Gateva, 2017). Despite overall
high accuracy, the models still struggle to reach
high scores for the minority class atelic. In addi-
tion, such annotation projection approaches are not
easily scalable, as they require strong knowledge
of the languages involved.

4.2 Habituality

Habituals such as (11b) are sentences that “express
regularities about the world which constitute gen-
eralizations over events and activities” (Carlson,
2005); on a sentence-level, they can be regarded as
“derived statives” (Smith, 1997). In contrast, the
term episodic refers to particular events. Habituals
allow exceptions, e.g., (11b) is still true if Mary
sometimes takes the train.
(11) (a) Mary cycled to work. (episodic)

(b) Mary cycles to work. (habitual)
Habitual sentences may also use stative predicates
as in (12), generalizing over situations in which
some state applies (Smith, 2005).
(12) Sloths sometimes rest on trees. (habitual)

Habituals are not restricted to what one would usu-
ally consider a matter of habit (Carlson, 2005); they
can also have inanimate subjects as in (13).
(13) Glass breaks easily. (habitual)

Habituality is not to be confused with iterativity,
which states that a situation occurs repeatedly, but
not regularly, as in “the light flashed.” Borderline
cases are discussed in Appendix C.4.
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Data and Modeling. Mathew and Katz (2009)
randomly select 1052 sentences for 57 verbs from
the Penn TreeBank (Marcus et al., 1993) and man-
ually mark them as habitual or episodic. They train
both a decision tree and a Naive Bayes classifier
on syntactic features extracted from gold parses.
Friedrich and Pinkal (2015a) argue that in order
to be able to apply such a model on free text, a
third category, which they call static, needs to be
taken into consideration, which covers lexically
stative, negated, and modalized clauses. They ex-
periment with Random Forest classifiers (Breiman,
2001) using syntactic-semantic features and lin-
guistic indicators (see Section 3.1). Govindarajan
et al. (2019) label UD-EWT (Silveira et al., 2014)
with real-valued properties indicating e.g., the “de-
gree” of habituality. Their multi-layer perceptron
uses features from verb databases such as LCS and
GLoVe embeddings. Results for predicting habitu-
ality are overall promising, although there is a need
for experiments with careful consideration of and
controls over the verb types involved.

Other recent related work (Williams, 2012;
Williams and Katz, 2012; Vempala et al., 2018) ex-
tracts typical durations (in terms of actual time mea-
sures) for verb lemmas from Twitter. They distin-
guish episodic and habitual uses of the verbs, using
the method of Mathew and Katz (2009), and collect
typical durations (e.g., “seconds” or “weeks”) for
episodic and habitual uses separately for each verb.
The problem has further been studied in the context
of acquiring common sense knowledge (e.g., Zhou
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020).

4.3 Grammatical Aspect in Recent
Syntactic-Semantic Frameworks

The Universal Dependencies (UD) guidelines4

define six aspectual features for verbs: Hab, Imp,
Iter, Perf, Prog, and Prosp (prospective, for relative
future). The categories are assumed to be language-
specific and close to the respective morphologies,
and the exact definition of each feature is left to the
individual languages. UD parsers frequently treat
the identification of these features as a tagging task
(e.g., Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019).

In the context of a pilot study on integrating
aspect into Abstract Meaning Representations (Ba-
narescu et al., 2013, AMR), Donatelli et al. (2018)
propose to indicate whether a clause is habitual or
ongoing (in addition to marking stativity and telic-

4https://universaldependencies.org/u/feat/Aspect.html

ity). Tense and aspect annotation has been incorpo-
rated into Dialogue-AMR and used to annotate a
corpus of human-robot interactions (Bonial et al.,
2019, 2020). The Uniform Meaning Representa-
tions (UMR) framework (Van Gysel et al., 2021)
uses a lattice for typologically-motivated annota-
tion of aspect. The lattice begins by making the
distinction between three categories: HABITUAL,
which covers recurring states and events; PROCESS,
which covers all non-recurring dynamic situations;
and IMPERFECTIVE, designated for non-recurring
states and atelic processes. The PROCESS category
is further divided into ongoing ACTIVITIES, EN-
DEAVORS which have begun but not finished, and
PERFORMANCES, which are completed dynamic
processes. See Appendix D.2 for the full lattice.

Chen et al. (2021) build a rule-based system
leveraging syntactic and semantic cues to annotate
English sentences according to the UMR aspect
lattice. Due to the recency of these frameworks, so
far there is only very limited computational work.

5 Situation Entities

In this section, we review work on automatically
classifying situation entity (SE) types (see inven-
tory in Appendix D.3). SEs are “semantic concepts
organized according to their internal temporal prop-
erties” (Smith, 2003). They are introduced to the
discourse by a clause’s verb constellation, i.e., the
clause’s main verb and its arguments and modi-
fiers. Deciding on the type of an SE thus involves
the combination of lexical and syntactic factors. In
contrast to eventuality types (Section 3.3), situation
entities capture the linguistic nature of the clause
(Friedrich and Palmer, 2014b). EVENTs include all
dynamic verb constructions referring to particular
non-recurring situations, no matter whether there
is a pre-defined endpoint or not. They may occur
in the perfective or imperfective. GENERALIZING

SENTENCEs correspond to habituals as described
in Section 4.2, with the exception of GENERIC

SENTENCEs that comprise all sentences making
statements about kinds (Krifka et al., 1995).

Datasets. Palmer et al. (2007) present 6065
clauses taken from the Brown corpus (Francis and
Kučera, 1979) and MUC-6 (Grishman and Sund-
heim, 1996), manually annotated with SE types.
The SitEnt dataset (Friedrich et al., 2016; Friedrich,
2017) consists of 40,000 clauses from 13 genres
annotated for SE types with substantial agreement
(Friedrich and Palmer, 2014b). Govindarajan et al.
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(2019) crowdsource UDW-G, a dataset of 37,146
arguments and 33,114 predicates in 16,222 sen-
tences with continuous judgments on a scale from
1 to 5 with distinctions essentially following the
schema of Friedrich et al. (2016).

Modeling. Palmer et al. (2007) use a maximum
entropy sequence tagger with part-of-speech and
CCG-based (Steedman, 2000) syntactic features to
predict labels for each sentence separately. In an or-
acle experiment, they show that including the label
of the previous sentence(s) as a feature improves
performance. Friedrich et al. (2016) present the
first true sequence labeling approach to SE types
classification using conditional random fields (Laf-
ferty et al., 2001) with distributional features in the
form of Brown cluster IDs (Brown et al., 1992) and
syntactic-semantic features. Kober et al. (2020)
propose to classify predicational aspect with distri-
butional semantics, using non-contextualized word
embeddings and sums of the word vectors of the tar-
get words and their context words. Several works
(Palmer et al., 2007; Palmer and Friedrich, 2014;
Friedrich et al., 2016) find that sequence informa-
tion mostly helps when training in-domain and has
the biggest impact on identifying GENERIC SEN-
TENCES, which often require discourse context for
classification, even by human annotators (Friedrich
and Pinkal, 2015b).

SE types have also been modeled using a variety
of neural approaches. Becker et al. (2017) employ
a GRU-based (Cho et al., 2014) RNN with an at-
tention mechanism. Dai and Huang (2018) dynam-
ically build context-aware clause representations,
informed by their paragraph-wide contexts. They
propose a hierarchical recurrent neural network that
reads entire paragraphs at once, learning interde-
pendencies for clauses. Their model uses word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) embeddings for words, and
first computes contextualized word embeddings us-
ing a BiLSTM over the entire paragraph. Clause
embeddings are formed by max pooling over the
word embeddings of each clause, and then clause
embeddings are further contextualized via another
BiLSTM. For further improving SE classification,
they add a CRF layer on top, and finally predict SE
labels via softmax. Recently, BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) have been
employed for the classification task by Rezaee et al.
(2021), who also compare to using ParBERT (Co-
han et al., 2019). While BERT only considers one
clause at a time, ParBERT reads several sentences

at once, separated by [SEP] tokens, and then uses
the embeddings of the [SEP] tokens to predict a
label for the corresponding clause. Comparing a va-
riety of neural models based on non-contextualized
word embeddings on their situation-entity related
regression tasks, Govindarajan et al. (2019) reach
levels similar to human agreement.

The computational problem of identifying SE
types has recently been studied extensively. Over-
all, SE patterns are specific to the domain, genre
or discourse mode (Smith, 2003). Future research
could use SE-style analysis for NLP tasks like tem-
poral processing or information extraction.

6 How Can We Move Forward?

In this section, we discuss potential steps that could
lead to more successful modeling of aspectual infor-
mation, as well as how to leverage that information
in NLP applications.

6.1 Dataset Construction

To date, there is no consensus or standard across
languages regarding where aspect lives. Ongoing
efforts in the UMR community aim to develop
typologically-informed aspectual representations
that work across languages, but so far very few
UMR datasets exist. Whether achieving a standard
for aspectual representation is a necessary step or
not, in order to make more rapid progress on the
computational modeling of aspect, first the various
models need to be benchmarked on the same tasks
and datasets. Dataset construction in this area is
challenging. Annotators not only need to have ex-
tensive linguistic training but also often domain
expertise. Formulating the problem as a crowd-
sourcing task is a possible direction (Govindarajan
et al., 2019), but obtaining consistently high agree-
ment is (as for most tasks) difficult in this setup.
Multilingual datasets and models are still under-
researched, yet they are of particular relevance due
to applications in computer-aided language learn-
ing or the evaluation of machine translation (see
examples in Appendix E).

6.2 Modeling

More research is also needed on whether recent
embeddings or text encoders capture or abstract
away from aspectual features. Recent experimen-
tal findings on the SitEnt dataset show that, when
training data within the same domain and genre
is available, performance of pre-trained transform-
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ers is in the range of human agreement (Metheniti,
2022; Dai and Huang, 2018). The current state-
of-the-art model based on BERT-GPT achieves a
macro-average F1 of 79.1 compared to an estimate
of human performance (78.6). Yet, most verbs
are either not ambiguous or have a strongly pre-
dominant majority class that the models memorize
(Friedrich and Palmer, 2014a; Kober et al., 2020).
We expect much insight to come from further study-
ing verb types that behave differently depending on
the context. Moreover, results on cross-genre clas-
sification of SE types are yet inconclusive. Dai and
Huang (2018) report high cross-genre scores for
BERT, ParBERT, and BERT+GPT, but out of these
models, there is no clear winner across all gen-
res. Overall, when only using out-of-genre training
data, performance of the BERT+GPT model still
drops to an F1 of 70.7.

Investigating aspectual information in the con-
text of document-level models (e.g., Beltagy et al.,
2020) is another opportunity: cues for aspectual
interpretion may occur earlier in the discourse than
the sentence being interpreted (see App. E).

Linguistic indicators (Siegel and McKeown,
2000a) have been shown to be useful for predict-
ing aspectual features in the absence of training
data. Another research direction should hence
look at how aspectual information can be induced
from raw data or parallel corpora on a larger scale
and for a broader set of distinctions. Future work
should also investigate the interaction with other
elements of semantics such as argument structure.

In sum, systems for predicting aspectual infor-
mation encounter several challenges: (a) many
verb types are ambiguous, (b) datasets for the task
show significant class imbalance, and (c) for many
verb types, no training data at all is available. Ini-
tial experiments with careful controls for different
groups of verbs were highly promising (Friedrich
and Palmer, 2014a; Kober et al., 2020), but avail-
able annotated data is sparse, especially for am-
biguous verb types. More research is required to
disentangle the effects of potentially lexically bi-
ased datasets, class imbalance, and sparsity.

6.3 Applications

Automatic classifiers for aspectual distinctions
clearly have applications in the digital humanities
and quantitative linguistics, where research ques-
tions may directly target the use of aspect. Recent
highly fluent (but not necessarily always accurate)

language generation models such as GPT-3 (Brown
et al., 2020) and ChatGPT5 open up a new level
of writing assistance or language learning systems.
We believe that a fruitful direction for future re-
search is to make such systems explainable, also
in the sense that they are able to give linguistically
founded qualitative feedback to the user about why
an aspectual form is correct or wrong in a particular
context. Benchmarking on datasets explicitly anno-
tated for aspectual information will let us estimate
the degree to which text generated by the models is
in line with the author’s intentions. In Appendix F,
we provide some chat logs of conversations with
ChatGPT that illustrate how far it is from being an
adequate tool for teaching the linguistic concepts
described in this survey.

However, we argue that paying attention to as-
pect is necessary to arrive at fluent human-level
NLP systems as motivated by our “miss the flight”
example in Section 1. In Appendix E, we discuss
two potential application areas: temporal process-
ing and machine translation. In a nutshell, some
works suggest that embedding spaces still struggle
to capture the nature of tense and aspect, with con-
sequences for commonsense reasoning driven by
temporal properties, and can hence lead to wrong
conclusions. Similarly, machine translation sys-
tems may (and still do) go wrong when cues for
the correct temporal form occur much earlier in the
document then the sentence being translated. More
research is needed on how to incorporate features
explicitly or guide systems implicitly towards the
right output with regard to aspectual information,
and also on how to convincingly evaluate generated
output with regard to aspectual plausibility.

7 Conclusion

This paper provides an overview of the linguistic
concepts and terminology associated with aspect,
and also surveys existing datasets and prior work
in computational modeling of aspect. Because the
expression of aspect varies across languages, the
proper incorporation of aspect into downstream
NLP tasks requires language-dependent research
rooted in the language-independent categories sur-
veyed here. The semantic concepts expressed by
lexical and grammatical aspect play essential roles
in semantic interpretation, and their proper coding
and evaluation must not be neglected if we are to
one day develop human-level NLU systems.

5https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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Limitations

This survey reviews linguistic and computational
work on lexical and grammatical aspect. While we
believe that we covered the vast majority of relevant
computational works, we of course only scratch the
surface of the body of theoretical linguistic work
and need to simplify at times.

As the term aspect is highly ambiguous and used
in NLP primarily within sentiment analysis, it is
difficult to search for relevant papers. Our search
hence relied mainly on following citation networks.

Ethical Considerations

We did not identify any potential ethical issues with
this survey.
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APPENDIX

A Glossary

This glossary intends to provide a concise alpha-
betically ordered overview of the linguistic termi-
nology used in this paper.

accomplishment eventive / dynamic situation
type according to (Vendler, 1957; Smith, 1997),
consisting of a preparatory phase and an end-
point, e.g., “build a house.”

achievement eventive / dynamic situation type ac-
cording to (Vendler, 1957; Smith, 1997) consist-
ing only of the punctual event that changes a
state, e.g., “win the race.”

activity eventive / dynamic situation type accord-
ing to (Vendler, 1957; Smith, 1997), describes
a process that does not have a pre-defined end-
point, e.g., “swim.”

atelic describes situations or verbs that do not have
a built-in endpoint, e.g., “draw.”

bounded see telic.

covert describes linguistic categories that are not
directly inferrable from the lexicon or from gram-
matical/syntactic structure (Whorf, 1945). They
usually consist of semantic concepts that require
taking into account the context or pragmatic fac-
tors.

durative describes states that extend in time.

dynamic describes a type of situation / verb that
has a part to its meaning that applies a force or
changes a state.

episodic describes particular events that “happen”
or “have happened” (opposite of habituals).

eventive see dynamic.

habitual clause that expresses a situation that re-
peats regularly and expresses a characteristic,
e.g., “John drives to work” or “Bishops move
diagonally” (Krifka et al., 1995).

imperfective describes a perspective on a situa-
tion focusing one or none of the potential end-
points, but not both

iteratives clauses (usually with semelfactive
verbs) that signal that the event expressed by
the verb is executed a number of times, e.g., “the
light flashed.”

overt describes linguistic categories that are di-
rectly inferrable from the lexicon or from gram-
matical/syntactic structures.

state a situation that is not changing, e.g., “John
owns a house.”

stative describes verbs or situations that express a
state.

perfective describes constructions that show a sit-
uation with its endpoint(s), e.g., “John traveled
to the US (last week).”

progressive describes constructions that focus on
a particular phase of a situation that is currently
ongoing, e.g., “John is traveling to the US (at the
moment).”

punctual event that occurs at a single point in time,
e.g., “hiccup.” – dynamic by definition.

semelfactive punctual situation or event type
(Smith, 1997).

telic describes situations or verbs that have a built-
in endpoint, e.g., “capture.”

B Overview of Modeling Approaches

Table 3 gives a concise overview of existing mod-
eling approaches.

C Further Linguistic Background

C.1 Eventuality Types

In Section 3.3, we explain a taxonomy of eventual-
ity types according to Vendler (1957). As shown in
Figure 2, Kenny (1963) adds performances, which
are “actions that tend towards a goal.” Mourelatos
(1978) criticizes that these earlier analyses focus
too much on predicates that require human agency,
and suggests the terminology in Figure 2.

As explained in Section 3.3, Moens and Steed-
man (1988) introduce an inventory of eventuality
types similar to those of Vendler (1957), but refer-
ring to the characteristics of whether an event is
atomic, extended (durative) and whether it has a
consequent state. The definitions of the types along
with examples are given in Table 4.
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Type of Model Reference(s) Categories Targeted / Task

Rule-based Passonneau (1988b) (PUNDIT) stativity
Chen et al. (2021) UMR aspect features

Progressive as indicator Klavans and Chodorow (1992b) stativity
Linguistic indicators Brent (1991b) stativity

Siegel and McKeown (1996, 2000b) stativity, boundedness
Naive Bayes + Decision Tree Mathew and Katz (2009) habituality
Random Forest Classifiers Friedrich and Pinkal (2015a) habituality
Logistic regression Friedrich and Palmer (2014a) lexical aspect

Loáiciga and Grisot (2016) boundedness
Friedrich and Gateva (2017) telicity
Zarcone and Lenci (2008) Vendler types

Distributional models Kober et al. (2020) telicity
SVM Keelan (2012) Leech’s classes

Hermes et al. (2015, 2018) Vendler classes
Max Ent Sequence Tagger Palmer et al. (2007) situation entity types
CRF Friedrich and Pinkal (2015b) genericity

Friedrich et al. (2016) situation entities
word2vec + GRU Becker et al. (2017) situation entity types
GloVe + GRU Zellers and Choi (2017) verb-level Vendler classes
Paragraph-level neural model Dai and Huang (2018) situation entity types
ELMO + MLP Govindarajan et al. (2019) habituality (continuous features, UDS-G)
BERT + classifiers Metheniti et al. (2021); Metheniti (2022) telicity
BERT + tagger e.g., Kondratyuk and Straka (2019) UD aspectual features
BERT, GPT, ParBERT Rezaee et al. (2021) situation entity types
Generative model Gantt et al. (2022) event types

Table 3: Computational systems and approaches to modeling aspect.
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Examples

State - + - state NA NA NA know the answer, love Mary, understand
Activity + + - process - + - laugh, stroll in the park, run, swim
Accomplishment + + + culminated process - + + build a house, walk to school
Achievement + - + culmination + - + win a race, reach the top, recognize
Semelfactive + - - point event + - - tap, knock, hiccup, wink

Table 4: Eventuality types (Vendler, 1957; Smith, 1997) / Temporal Ontology (Moens and Steedman, 1988).

situations

occurrences
(actions)

events
(performances)

punctual occurrences
(achievements)

developments
(accomplishments)

processes
(activities)

states

Figure 2: Classification of aspectual oppositions accord-
ing to Mourelatos (1978), terms used by Vendler (1957)
and Kenny (1963) in parentheses.

C.2 Leech’s Classes

In addition to categories corresponding to those
of Figure 2, Leech (1971) distinguishes between
Attitude states (“hate,” “hope”) and Relationship
states (“own,” “resemble”). There are also two
categories for Perception and Cognition verbs such

as “hear,” “see,” or “feel,” which are generally hard
to classify along the stative-dynamic dimension
(Comrie, 1976).

C.3 Details on Viewpoint Aspect

In some cases, viewpoint aspect (Section 4) and
situation type interact. The perfective viewpoint
is naturally available for the situation types (Sec-
tion 3.3) activity, accomplishment, semelfactive
and achievement; the imperfective viewpoint is
available for states, activities and accomplishments
(Smith, 1997). The usage of the perfective view-
point with stative predicates indicates aspectual
coercion as introduced in Section 3.3. For example,
in Chinese the stative predicate “gāo” means to be
tall. When used with the perfective marker “le,”
an ingressive meaning is implied, i.e., “tā gāo-le”
translates as “he became tall.”
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C.4 Habituals: Borderline cases
Habitual sentences (Section 4.2) describe situations
that are characteristic of an extended period of time
(Comrie, 1976), a decision that is of conceptual
rather than of linguistic nature. In fact, Filip and
Carlson (1997) even argue that sentential generic-
ity, which corresponds to habituality, is indepen-
dent from tense and aspect, and that habitual sen-
tences such as (14) can occur in the perfective.
(14) In the eighties, John went to work by bus.

The interaction of habituality and modality is by
no means trivial (Hacquard, 2009) as illustrated by
(15a), and negated sentences are another unclear
case (15b-c).
(15) (a) I had to swim every day. (habitual?)

(b) John smokes. (habitual)
(c) John does not smoke. (habitual?)

The concept of habituality does not include dispo-
sitional sentences such as “John can swim,” which
denote abilities or preferences.

D Further Computational Background

D.1 Linguistic Indicators
Table 5 reports the full set of linguistic indicator fea-
tures as proposed by Siegel and McKeown (2000b)
and related works.

Feature Example

frequency -
past said
perfect had won
progressive is winning
negated not/never
particle up/in/...
no subject -
continuous adverb continually, endlessly
evaluation adverb better, horribly
manner adverb furiously, patiently
temporal adverb again, finally
in-PP in an hour
for-PP for an hour

Table 5: Linguistic indicators computed over large
syntactically parsed text corpora (Siegel and McKeown,
2000b).

D.2 Aspect in UMR
As briefly described in Section 4.3, the UMR (Uni-
form Meaning Representation) (Van Gysel et al.,
2021) framework approaches annotation of aspect
from a typological perspective. Aspect is repre-
sented as an attribute for events in UMR, and since
cross-linguistically languages mark aspect in dif-
ferent ways, both grammatically and lexically, the

SE type Example

Eventualities
STATE The colonel owns the farm.

EVENT John won the race.
REPORT “...”, said Obama.

General Statives
GENERIC SENT. The lion has a bushy tail.
GENERALIZING Mary often fed the cat last year.

SENTENCE

Abstract Entities
FACT (I know) that she refused the offer.

PROPOSITION (I believe) that she refused the offer.

QUESTION Who wants to come?
IMPERATIVE Hand me the pen!

Table 6: Situation entity types (Smith, 2003).

UMR aspect categories are arranged in a lattice.
This allows UMRs to be annotated at the level of
granularity that is most appropriate for a particular
language.

The resulting lattice (Van Gysel et al., 2022)
appears in Figure 3. The top-level of the lattice
represents broad distinctions between aspect cat-
egories across languages, while the bottom level
represents the finer distinctions.

D.3 Situation entity inventory

Table 6 provides the complete inventory of situation
entity types. Section 5 offers a partial inventory,
focusing on those categories for which aspect is a
key determining property.

D.4 Event Classes in TimeBank

TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003, 2010) events
are “situations that occur or happen,” but also in-
clude “states or circumstances in which something
obtains or holds true.” Thus, the usage of the term
event denotes a situation in the sense of Smith
(1997). In TimeML, tensed verbs, stative adjec-
tives and event nominals that describe situations
temporally located in the text can be marked with
the categories shown in Table 7.

TimeML event classification corresponds to a
word-sense level task. Saurí et al. (2005), in their
event recognition system, simply assign the class
that was most frequently observed for each verb
type in the training data to events and reach an
accuracy of 82.3% on TimeBank 1.2. The top-
performing systems (Jung and Stent, 2013; Bethard,
2013; Chambers, 2013) of the 2013 TempEval chal-
lenge (UzZaman et al., 2013) use corpus-based
features, WordNet synsets, parse paths and fea-
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Figure 3: UMR annotation lattice for aspect (Van Gysel et al., 2022).

tures from typed dependencies to classify events
as a joint task with determining the event’s span.
Bethard and Martin (2006) phrase the recognition
of EVENTs and their semantic class as a chunk-
ing task using syntactic-semantic features such as
part-of-speech, morphological information, word
clusters and WordNet hypernyms. Llorens et al.
(2010) extend this idea by using a conditional ran-
dom field (Lafferty et al., 2001) enhanced with se-
mantic role information. Costa and Branco (2012)
explore the usefulness of a wider range of explicitly
aspectual features, including linguistic indicators,
for temporal relation classification in Portuguese.

More recent TempEval challenges (Bethard et al.,
2016, 2017) did not offer a task for classifying
event classes.

E (Potential) Applications

Despite its importance for understanding, few NLP
tasks explicitly incorporate aspectual information.
Here we discuss the potential uses in two appli-
cation areas; many other areas could also benefit,
including argumentation mining, computer-aided
language learning, and information extraction.

Temporal Processing. Together with tense, as-
pect is essential to the linguistic system encoding
temporal information (Smith, 1997, 2003). Yet

Event Class Explanation and Examples

OCCURRENCE situations that happen:
die, crash, merge

STATE circumstances in which sth. holds:
like, own, the kidnapped girl, on board

I_ACTION intensional actions: try, persuade
I_STATE intensional states: love, believe, enjoy

ASPECTUAL predicates that pick out a phase
of the event: begin, start, continue

I_REPORTING capture attribution: said
PERECPTION physical perception of another event:

see, hear, feel

Table 7: TimeML event classes (Pustejovsky et al.,
2003).

there is little work systematically leveraging as-
pectual information in temporal relation extraction
systems, possibly because TimeML event classes
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003, 2010, Appendix D.4) are
not strictly rooted in linguistic theory. We believe
that recognizing the mode of discourse and the type
of temporal progression (which is different e.g., in
a narrative, an encyclopedia entry, or a news article)
is key to recognizing temporal structure in text.

With the help of templates, Vashishtha et al.
(2020) re-cast existing temporal relation and tem-
poral duration datasets as natural language infer-
ence (NLI) datasets. Existing models perform
well on classifying English sentence-internal rela-
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tions this way, indicating that the number of tense
pair patterns is somewhat limited. However, us-
ing large-pretrained transformer based models with
a paradigm shift (Sun et al., 2021) is unlikely to
be the solution to temporal reasoning, as shown
by Kober et al. (2021). They create a dataset con-
sisting of 11,138 pairs of short sentences labeled
with a binary annotation scheme (entailment vs.
non-entailment), addressing tense and the perfect
vs. progressive distinction in English. For exam-
ple, “John is visiting London” entails “John has
arrived in London,” but “John will visit London”
does not. They evaluate a range of models includ-
ing non-contextualized and contextualized embed-
dings pre-trained on SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015)
and DNC (Poliak et al., 2018) and find that none of
these models outperforms a majority class baseline
on the new dataset. This suggests that embedding
spaces struggle to capture the more latent nature of
tense and aspect.

In our view, a first step towards leveraging the
knowledge about tense and aspect provided by lin-
guistic theory could be to systematically study how
recent language models and NLP systems succeed
or fail with regard to these categories, as pioneered
in the pre-neural age for example by Zhang and
Xue (2014); Reichart and Rappoport (2010).

Machine Translation. While recent MT systems
often perform well, they do not systematically treat
aspectual notions (Vanmassenhove et al., 2017), but
rather rely on common translations for a particular
domain. Consider the following example. In con-
trast to English, the German simple present may or
may not indicate habituality. When translating to
English, a choice must be made based on the con-
text. The translation6 in (16b) wrongly indicates
habitual viewpoint, while the context suggests an
ongoing event (the correct translation would be “is
riding”).
(16) (a) Tim ist schon weg. Er fährt gerade mit

dem Fahrrad zur Arbeit. (ongoing event)
(b) Tim is already gone. He just rides his

bike to work. (habitual, wrong)
The cue need not be in the immediately preceding
sentence, but could occur much earlier in the dis-
course. In (17), “fährt” should be translated as “is
riding,” but the cue is in the first sentence.
(17) (a) Tim ist schon weg. Er arbeitet an der

Universität. Er fährt gerade mit dem
Fahrrad zur Arbeit. (ongoing event)

6Google Translate, October 5, 2022

(b) Tim is already gone. He works at the
university. He just rides his bike to work.
(habitual, wrong7)

Aspect is a crucial component of semantic inter-
pretation, and special care is needed to make sure
translations correctly capture it.

F ChatGPT Logs

Accessed January 26 and 27, 2023.
In this section we provide logs from our inter-

actions with ChatGPT on some of the main topics
covered by this survey. Our aim is to investigate
the extent to which a system like ChatGPT could
serve as a tool for teaching about aspect; in other
words, what does ChatGPT know about aspect?

Note that some of ChatGPT’s analyses are sur-
prisingly accurate, however, it also presents several
completely wrong analyses and only produces cor-
rect analyses if guided to them by the user during
the generation process.

Each subsection contains one or more segments
from a chat log about a particular aspectual notion.
We use the formatting shown below:

• Prompt

• Text generated by ChatGPT (with interesting
parts highlighted in bold)

• [Comments]

F.1 Talking about Stativity

Consider the following text. "Alice was beginning
to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank,
and of having nothing to do: once or twice she
had peeped into the book her sister was reading,
but it had no pictures or conversations in it, and

‘what is the use of a book,’ thought Alice, ‘without
pictures or conversation?’" Which verb phrases
refer to states, which verb phrases refer to events
in this passage?

In this passage, "was beginning to get very tired"
and "having nothing to do" are verb phrases that
refer to states. "She had peeped" and "had no
pictures or conversations in it" are verb phrases
that refer to events.

[The verb phrases "have nothing to do" and
"had no pictures or conversations in it" are states;
"had peeped" is an event; "was beginning" is a
special case at it signals the beginning of a state

7Google Translate, October 19, 2022
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(inchoative aspect). ChatGPT’s response is sim-
plistic and in some cases completely wrong.]

Why is "had no pictures or conversations in it"
an event?

The phrase "had no pictures or conversations
in it" is an event because it describes something
that happened in the past, specifically that the
book did not contain pictures or conversations. The
verb "had" is in the past tense which indicates that
the action of the book not having pictures or
conversations is completed, and it happened in
the past. An event can be a completed past action
or something that is happening currently or in the
future.

[...]
Could you interpret the phrase as a state as well?
It could be interpreted as a state in the sense

that the book currently lacks pictures or conversa-
tions, however, in the context of the passage it is
clear that the author is describing a past event
where Alice had looked into the book and found
that it did not contain pictures or conversations, as
opposed to the book being in a state of lacking
pictures or conversations. The past tense of the
verb "had" and the context of Alice peeping into
the book suggest it’s an event that happened in the
past. Additionally, the phrase "‘what is the use of a
book,’ thought Alice, ‘without pictures or conversa-
tion?’" also suggest that it’s an event that happened
in the past. So, it can be interpreted as a state, but
in this context, it is more likely an event.

[Even in this context, the verb phrase describes
a state (a property of the book).]

I agree that "peeped into the book" is an event.
But what about "the book had no pictures in it"?

In the sentence "the book had no pictures in
it", the phrase "had no pictures in it" describes
the state of the book, specifically that it did not
contain any pictures. The verb "had" is in the
past tense, which indicates that this is a statement
about the book’s state at a specific point in the
past. The phrase describes a state that existed at
a certain point in the past. Even though "had" is
in past tense, it is used to describe a state, not an
event. Additionally, the phrase is not describing
something that just happened, but a characteristic
of the book, which implies a state.

[This explanation is correct. However, the above
conversation clearly illustrates that ChatGPT gen-
erates text explaining the aspectual nature of the
various verb phrases without having a deeper un-

derstanding of their semantics and hence without
being consistent in its relatively random interpreta-
tions.]

Telicity is a property of an event type expressed
by verbs, i.e., referring to events that have an end-
point. Atelic verbs refer to event types that do not
have a built-in endpoint. Can you give me examples
for each case?

Sure, here are some examples of telic verbs and
the events they describe:

"She finished the book." (finish)
"He graduated from college." (graduate)
"They completed the project." (complete)
And here are some examples of atelic verbs and

the events they describe:
"She is reading a book." (read)
"He is studying for the exam." (study)
"They are working on the project." (work)
[These examples are correctly classified except

for "read a book."]
Why is the event type "read a book" atelic?
The event type "read a book" is considered

atelic because it does not have a built-in end-
point. In other words, when someone says "She is
reading a book," it does not necessarily imply that
the act of reading will come to a definite conclu-
sion. Reading a book can be an ongoing activity
that may or may not be completed. It does not
have an inherent endpoint.

[Here, the analysis confuses between progressive
aspect and analysing telicity at the event type (pred-
icate) level. (Admittedly, this is a very fine-grained
notion that humans also need to think carefully
about.) In "She was reading a book", the event
type "read a book" is telic, while the sentence in
the progressive presents the ongoing situation of
reading a book, hiding the end points.]

Wouldn’t the endpoint mean she finished reading
the entire book?

Yes, in the sentence "She finished the book" the
endpoint would mean she finished reading the en-
tire book. The verb "finish" implies that an action
has come to completion, so when it is used in the
context of reading a book, it implies that the book
has been read in its entirety. However, it’s worth
noting that some verbs can have multiple mean-
ings and context can affect the interpretation of a
sentence.

In contrast, when someone says "She is reading
a book" it doesn’t necessarily imply that the act of
reading will come to a definite conclusion or that
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she will finish reading the entire book, she could
stop reading at any time. And that’s why the event
is atelic.

I think the event is still telic, but the sentence
focuses on a phase of it.

You are correct that the event of reading a book,
in general, is telic, as it does have a natural end-
point, which is when the person finishes reading the
book. However, when we use the verb "read" in the
present progressive form "is reading," it describes
the action as being ongoing and does not imply
a definite conclusion. It describes the event as a
phase or a state of being rather than a completed
action.

So in the sentence "She is reading a book," the
emphasis is on the current state of reading and not
on the endpoint of finishing the book. The sentence
"She finished the book" implies that the action of
reading is completed and the verb "finish" implies
that an action has come to completion.

So, in summary, while the overall event of
reading a book is telic, in certain sentence con-
structions, such as "She is reading a book," the
focus is on the ongoing state of the event, making
it atelic.

[The last part of the analysis is correct, except
that the event of reading a book is always telic,
and the progressive focuses on part of the situation.
This does not make the event type atelic. The ex-
planations given in this section focus more on the
progressive vs. non-progressive distinction, not on
the telic vs. atelic distinction.]

F.2 Eventuality Types

(Prompted with the first two paragraphs of Sec-
tion 3.3 of this paper including examples.)

Can you please analyse: "Tom held a meeting"
The sentence "Tom held a meeting" is an ex-

ample of an achievement according to Vendler’s
(1957) classification of situation types. The sen-
tence describes an event that has an endpoint, the
meeting, and it is also a change of state. The verb
"held" is also telic, meaning it has a specific end-
point and it does not include a process leading up
to this point, which fits with the definition of an
achievement. The phrase "held a meeting" implies
that there was a start and an end to the meeting and
it implies that it has been completed.

Can you please analyse: "Tom was holding a
meeting"?

The sentence "Tom was holding a meeting" is

an example of an activity according to Vendler’s
(1957) classification of situation types. The sen-
tence describes an ongoing process of holding a
meeting without any specific endpoint. The verb
"was holding" is also atelic, meaning it does not
have a specific endpoint, which fits with the defini-
tion of an activity. The phrase "holding a meeting"
implies that there is a meeting in progress, but it
does not specify when or if the meeting is com-
pleted.

[...]
[The predicate "hold a meeting" is in fact an ac-

complishment, as it is dynamic, durative, and telic.
The change in grammatical aspect from perfect to
progressive does not change the underlying eventu-
ality type. Again, the system seems to be misled by
the progressive aspect.]

Can you please analyse: "Anna was swimming
across the lake"?

The sentence "Anna was swimming across the
lake" is an example of an activity according to
Vendler’s (1957) classification of situation types.
The sentence describes an ongoing process of
swimming without any specific endpoint. The verb
"was swimming" is also atelic, meaning it does
not have a specific endpoint, which fits with the
definition of an activity. The phrase "across the
lake" indicates that Anna is swimming over a
significant distance, covering a large geograph-
ical area, but the sentence does not specify when
or if the journey is completed.

[The default interpretation for this sentence is
as an accomplishment, with the goal of reaching
the other side of the lake. There is a second plau-
sible, though less likely, interpretation in which
Anna is engaged in the activity of swimming in a
location that is across the lake from the speaker.
ChatGPT proposes a third, highly-unlikely interpre-
tation, akin to describing something as happening
"all across the world."]

Can you please analyse "Tim swam across the
pool three times".

The sentence "Tim swam across the pool three
times" is an example of an accomplishment ac-
cording to Vendler’s (1957) classification of situa-
tion types. The sentence describes a process (swim-
ming) that leads to a built-in terminal point, the
completion of swimming across the pool. The verb
"swam" is telic, meaning it has a specific endpoint,
which fits with the definition of an accomplishment.
Additionally, the phrase "across the pool" indicates
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that Tim is swimming over a significant distance,
covering a large geographical area and the sentence
implies that the journey has been completed. The
number "three times" indicates that the process was
repeated a specific number of times, and it gives the
sense that the accomplishment has been reached
multiple times.

[When substituting “pool” for “lake” and
adding the frequency adverb “three times”, GPT’s
interpretation of the event type of "swim across X"
is correct, again hinting at the randomness of the
generated explanations.]
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